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Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that
are reproved are made manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he saith, Awake thou that
sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise,
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a sense of guilt.
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard against surprise or danger.
Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not ignorant of his devices."

II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn
from their wicked ways; then will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."
I John 4:18: "There is no fear in love; but perfect love casteth out fear: because fear hath torment. He that feareth is not made
perfect in love."
Heb 13:6: "So that we may boldly say, The Lord is my helper, and I will not fear what man shall do unto me."
II Timothy 1:7: "For God hath not given us the spirit of fear; but of power, and of love, and of a sound mind."
Dr. Johnson's Teachings:
Overcoming, Protection, Meekness, Answered Prayer, Comfort, Faith,... Part 1
Overcoming, Protection, Meekness, Answered Prayer, Comfort, Faith,... Part 2
Imprecatory Prayers & Gods Judgment on Wickedness-A Christians ‘Door of Hope'
The Biblical Keys To Answered Prayer

President Obama took a dramatic action this week to
destroy American sovereignty!
He signed an Executive Order which granted
INTERPOL -- the International Police Agency -complete immunity from America's Constitution and
her laws!
NEWS BRIEF: "Obama Extends Diplomatic Immunity to Interpol by Executive
Order", The New Media Journal, December 22, 2009
"President Obama has issued an amendment to Executive Order 12425, designating the international law
enforcement agency Interpol as a “public international organization,” thus extending diplomatic immunity
to the law enforcement group This amendment to the Executive Order does not need to be put to the
senatorial test of 'advise and consent'. Therefore, if agents of INTERPOL smash in your front door and
arrest you and your family without charges, they will not be held responsible for violating your
Constitutional rights! What President Obama has just accomplished is the direct overthrow of the
American Constitution without any public debate whatsoever.
DVD
This next article asks a very pertinent question: why would President Obama
do such a thing?
NEWS BRIEF: "Why Does Interpol Need Immunity from American Law?",
National Review Online, December 23, 2009
"You just can't make up how brazen this crowd is ... President Obama quietly
signed an executive order that makes an international police force immune
from the restraints of American law. On Wednesday, however, for no apparent
reason, President Obama issued an executive order removing the Reagan
limitations. That is, Interpol's property and assets are no longer subject to
search and confiscation, and its archives are now considered inviolable. This international police force
(whose U.S. headquarters is in the Justice Department in Washington) will be unrestrained by the U.S.
Constitution and American law while it operates in the United States and affects both Americans and
American interests outside the United States."
INTERPOL works closely with the International Criminal Court, whose jurisdiction the United States
Government has always resisted because to submit to the ICC meant the permanent end of American

National Sovereignty. Furthermore, the American public has always instinctively understood that all our
liberties and rights would soon come to an end were we to submit to the ICC. Once America comes
under the power of the ICC, all our laws which run counter to the International Criminal Court would be
rendered invalid and replaced by the international law.
This sweeping act of invalidation would wipe out laws at the Federal, State, and Local levels! America's
vaunted "States Rights" would also disappear.
For example, in states where Abortion Laws are tough, the ICC liberal rules would replace the American
law. Without any vote by the American people or their representatives, Abortion on Demand would
become the law of the land.
What President Obama has just done is to submit American legal and law enforcement authority to the
International Community. And he did so quietly and without fanfare. The vast majority of Americans have
no idea what has just been done to them.
Enforcement of this provision will likely be delayed until the onset of World War III, when planned terrorist
attacks against cities in countries still electing their leaders will provide the excuse to overthrow the
American Constitutional Government. At that moment, INTERPOL authorities will have the legal right to
smash down your door.
Henry Kissinger is absolutely correct: President Obama is primed to bring in the New World Order!
http://www.cuttingedge.org/newsletters/newsalert.htm
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The U.S. Senate passed a radical Health Care Reform
Bill
Once this program is in place, America's Health Care will be Fascist just like
her economy.
NEWS BRIEF: "Senate approves health care reform bill", By Alan Silverleib,
CNN News, December 24, 2009
"The Senate passed a $871 billion health care reform bill Thursday morning,
handing President Obama a Christmas Eve victory on his top domestic priority.
The bill passed in a 60-39 party line vote after months of heated partisan
debate. Every member of the Democratic caucus backed the measure; every
Republican opposed it."
Now you know the importance of the Democrats getting a 60-vote majority in the Senate. They can ram

bills down our throat even if every single Republican Senator opposed the measure. And, that is exactly
what happened here. This Health Reform Law will become known as the Democrat's brainchild. And,
when it bogs down and proves defective, the Democrats will get the blame. However, by that time,
the Anti-Christ will most likely be on the world scene, and a death-dealing national Health Bill will be the
last worry on people's minds.
"Should it become law, the measure would constitute the biggest expansion of federal health care
guarantees since the enactment of Medicare and Medicaid more than four decades ago. It is expected to
extend insurance coverage to 30 million additional Americans ... If passed, this will be the most important
piece of socialized legislation since the Social Security Act passed in the 1930s."
Senate Majority Leader, Reid said: "The health care debate is "about life and death in America'.
He is more right than people will realize as this new Health Care Plan will set the death-dealing restriction
of medical care program which shall bring "Population Reduction" to the American people. The "Death
Panels" will grow out of this Health Care legislation.
Since the current New World Order drive is a global return to Nazism (Read full details in NEWS1004),
we should not be surprised that our current health care system would be changed to a Nazi type where
health professionals routinely deny urgent health care to people deemed too old, too sick, and too
politically incorrect. A statement in this very Liberal news story hinted at this kind of restriction of health
care.
The Illuminati Plan to reduce the population of the world by 66% quickly once their Antichrist arises will
be greatly aided by Obama's new health care program.
http://www.cuttingedge.org/newsletters/newsalert.htm

GLOBAL WARMING SCAM EXPOSED ON National TV PROGRAM:
Watch: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=igg79pqfT08
This TV program was shown on December 16, 2009 by former Minnesota governor, Jesse Ventura.

Big Brother Christmas Census Promotional called 'blasphemous'
By Haya El Nasser, USA TODAY--A push to spread the gospel about the 2010 Census this Christmas is
stoking controversy with a campaign that links the government count to events surrounding the birth of
Jesus.
The 501c3 National Association of Latino Elected Officials is leading the distribution to churches and
clergy of thousands of posters that depict the arrival of Joseph and a pregnant Mary in Bethlehem more
than 2,000 years ago. As chronicled in the Gospel of Luke, Joseph returned to be counted in a Roman
census, but he and Mary found no room at an inn, and Jesus was born in a manger.
"This is how Jesus was born," the poster states. "Joseph and Mary participated in the Census." Most of
the posters are in Spanish and target Latino evangelicals.
http://www.usatoday.com/news/nation/census/2009-12-14-xmas_N.htm?se=yahoorefer

'Chilling' New Muslim "How To" Video: How to slit
throats
A new video released by the Christian Action Network shows Muslim women at a compound in New York

state practicing throat-slitting techniques and assault weapons attacks.
The video was distributed by the makers of the movie "Homegrown Jihad: The Terrorist Camps Around
the U.S.," which documents how a jihadist group has developed dozens of training camps across the
nation.
WND reported at the time how Jamaat ul-Fuqra has built 35 compounds – mostly in the northeastern
corridor of the U.S.
Now the organization has posted on YouTube a "chilling" training video provided to CAN by an unnamed
law enforcement source about the Muslims of America headquarters in Hancock, New York. The video
includes segments of training exercises in which one person appears to practice a maneuver that would
slit the throat of a victim. There are episodes of what appears to be automatic weapons fire at a target
and incidents in which a handgun is held point-blank at a "victim's" head. The video shows women
marching in military formation, scaling walls, engaging in hand-to-hand combat and also reveals a Muslim
confirming that the organization's own census revealed that Muslims are a majority in the United States
and they are claiming it as their own. The speaker states, "We are 100 percent sure that Muslims are the
majority in America." Find out the latest right now at WND.com.
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A world government was formed at the Copenhagen Climate Control /
Global Warming summit, despite all the public rhetoric that the summit
was a failure.
Furthermore, no one will be able to hide from this world government!
NEWS BRIEF: "Copenhagen births World Gov’t framework despite fallout over science fraud", Prison
Planet, December 20, 2009
"IN HIS THIRD EXCLUSIVE EXPOSÉ OF THE CLIMATEGATE FALLOUT, Alex Jones breaks down the
conclusion of the Copenhagen United Nations Conference on Climate Change (UNFCC), including the
foundations of a new era of Global Governance– as evidenced by quotes directly from the mouths of Al
Gore, UN Head Ban Ki-Moon and bankster heir David de Rothschild."
The foundation of world government was laid at Copenhagen. Despite all the Mass Media misleading

rhetoric to the contrary, the Illuminati got what they wanted from this 13-day summit, attended by over
110 delegates from around the world. Some concrete world government steps were achieved. For
example:
* A global tax machinery was set up
The final Copenhagen draft agreement which was hammered out in the early hours of Friday morning
includes provisions for a global tax on financial transactions that will be paid directly to the World Bank,
as President Obama prepares to bypass Congress by approving a massive transfer of wealth from
America into globalist hands.
As Lord Monckton, Alex Jones and others warned, the notion that the globalists would achieve nothing at
Copenhagen has likely been a ruse all along. The elite look set to ram through the lion’s share of their
agenda, which would include a massive global government tax at a cost of at least $3,000 a year for
American families already laboring under a devastating recession, double digit unemployment and a
reduction in living standards.
* Mechanisms for world regulation have been laid down
Political damage from revealing the emails which showed scientists manipulating science numbers was
so great that it is possible that the Global Elite could not achieve their full goals here, although the
Illuminati has always shown great arrogance in totally ignoring public sentiment as they ram their plans
right down our collective throats.
This featured news story, above, does contain one interesting tidbit of information.
Do you remember the $100 billion of aid which Secretary of State Hillary Clinton announced last week?
As it turns out that "aid" is only a loan to poor countries, to be paid back with interest. In other words, this
"aid" is simply a loan trap designed to capture the poor countries as they then struggle to meet their
minimum monthly payments, much as millions of Westerners are caught by the monthly minimum of
credit card debt.
This next article summarizes how the Illuminati has been moving the world into a global government all
during 2009, from which no one can escape.
NEWS BRIEF: "There'll be nowhere to run from the new world government ", Telegraph.co.uk, 19
December 2009
"... 2009 was the year in which 'global' swept the rest of the political lexicon into obscurity. There were
'global crises' and 'global challenges', the only possible resolution to which lay in 'global solutions'
necessitating 'global agreements'. Gordon Brown actually suggested something called a 'global alliance'
in response to climate change."
Several years ago, Cutting Edge posted an article in which we identified five (5) deliberately created crisis
by which the Illuminati plans to usher in their coveted Kingdom of Antichrist, a.k.a., the New World Order.
In this article, Global Warming was one of the five crises. We encourage you to read this archived article,
for news events of today are verifying the truth of which we speak. This article is: NEWS2193, entitled,
"Five Major Created Global Disasters Are Being Constantly Preached To The World As Reasons To
Form The Global New World Order!"
This is the "open secret" of the Illuminati plan for world government: no citizen anywhere on earth will
have any say any longer as to how they are governed. In fact, the scenario calls for the people to be so
terrified by numerous global disasters that they will DEMAND global governance and will close their eyes

to the fact that they are no longer free to act and to live as they want.
The same Satanic forces which propelled Adolf Hitler's legions across Europe are behind this current
drive to world governance; but, this time, there will be no Switzerland to which dissidents can flee. In fact,
there will be no country, large or small, to which dissidents can go to remain free. The very type of severe
global dictatorship foretold in Daniel and Revelation is coming upon us in full force. We can see the dark,
brooding storm clouds on the horizon!
http://www.cuttingedge.org/newsletters/newsalert.htm

President Obama showed the American people
exactly what his core values are with the way in which
he decorated the White House Christmas tree.
NEWS BRIEF: "Transvestites, Mao Tse Tung, Obama Ornaments Decorate
White House Christmas Tree", By Mike Flynn, Big Government, December 20,
2009
"Why let a holiday season come between the White House and making some
political statements? The White House pegged controversial designer Simon
Doonan to oversee the Christmas decorations for the White House. Mr.
Doonan, who is creative director of Barney’s New York has often caused a stir
with his design choices. Like his naughty yuletide window display of Margaret
Thatcher as a dowdy dominatrix and Dan Quayle as a ventriloquist’s dummy.
For this year’s White House, he didn’t disappoint. "
"These photos of ornaments on the White House Christmas tree in the Blue Room were taken just days
ago. Of course, Mao has his place in the White House. And, of course, it wouldn’t be Christmas without
an ornament of legendary transvestite Hedda Lettuce. He/She even signed it."
"And, so soon after collecting the Nobel Peace Prize, why wouldn’t the White House have an ornament
super-imposing President Obama onto Mt. Rushmore."
Now, we know that President Obama holds at least three things near and dear to his heart:
* Marxist/Lenninist/Communist doctrine (We posted an article during the campaign warning of Obama's
Marxist leanings: NEWS2267, entitled, "Senator Obama Has Strong Ties To Illuminati - Communist
Illuminati At That!")
* Homosexuality
* His own personal pride
America truly is far down the road to the planned Illuminati totalitarianism!
http://www.cuttingedge.org/newsletters/newsalert.htm
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*****2010 Food Crisis for Dummies*****
by Eric deCarbonnel
If you read any economic, financial, or political analysis for 2010 that doesn’t mention the food shortage
looming next year, throw it in the trash, as it is worthless. There is overwhelming, undeniable evidence
that the world will run out of food next year. When this happens, the resulting triple digit food inflation will
lead panicking central banks around the world to dump their foreign reserves to appreciate their
currencies and lower the cost of food imports, causing the collapse of the dollar, the treasury market,
derivative markets, and the global financial system. The US will experience economic disintegration.
Over the last two years, the world has faced a series of unprecedented financial crises: the collapse of
the housing market, the freezing of the credit markets, the failure of Wall Street brokerage firms (Bear
Stearns/Lehman Brothers), the failure of Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae, the failure of AIG, Iceland’s
economic collapse, the bankruptcy of the major auto manufacturers (General Motors, Ford, and
Chrysler), etc… In the face of all these challenges, the demise of the dollar, derivative markets, and the
modern international system of credit has been repeatedly forecasted and feared. However, all these
doomsday scenarios have so far been proved false, and, despite tremendous chaos and losses, the
global financial system has held together.
The 2010 Food Crisis is different. It is THE CRISIS. The one that makes all doomsday scenarios come
true. The government bailouts and central bank interventions, which have held the financial world
together during the last two years, will be powerless to prevent the 2010 Food Crisis from bringing the
global financial system to its knees. http://www.marketskeptics.com/2009/12/2010-food-crisis-fordummies.html

Arrow Long Haul Truck Drivers Wake to Nightmare before Christmas
Tuesday, Dec. 22, 2009 – On Tuesday, as many as 1,400 truck drivers for Arrow Trucking Co., based
out of Tulsa, OK, have been frantically trying to figure out their next moves as the company unexpectedly
announced it was “suspending all operations” that day.
Truckers started calling in to the Owner-Operator Independent Drivers Association and Land Line after
they were awakened with phone calls from their dispatchers alerting them to the grim news that the
company was shutting its doors and that their instructions were to turn in their trucks to the nearest
Freightliner dealership. However, no instructions were given for drivers of International trucks. Drivers
have been instructed to drop their vehicles off at the nearest Freightliner dealership and to leave their
keys with an attendant there or at a truck stop if they are out of fuel.
– By Clarissa Kell-Holland, staff writer
clarissa_kell-holland@landlinemag.com
http://www.landlinemag.com/Special_Reports/2009/Dec09/122209-arrow-drivers.htm

Christian leaders strongly warned to prepare for an
onslaught of government persecution using 'Hate
Crimes' legislation.
Never have American Christians faced the possibility of arrest and martyrdom
over taking a Biblical stand on an issue.
NEWS BRIEF: "Obama ripped for plan to bring back 'inquisitions': 'Witch hunt'
expected under new U.S. 'hate crimes' law", World Net Daily, December 13,
2009
"The lawyer who handled the years-long battle by Pastor Stephen Boissoin
over 'hate speech' charges for a letter he wrote to the editor of a local
newspaper that cited the Bible's condemnation of homosexuality is forecasting a nationwide 'witch hunt' in
the U.S. prompted by an expanded "hate crimes" law signed by President Obama."
When advocates of the gay lifestyle began to float the idea of a "Hate Crime" bill to punish those citizens
who uphold the Biblical standard, we noted that President Bill Clinton was firmly in favor of such a law.
However, the American sheep-ple were not ready for such a bill yet, so the idea died on Capitol Hill.
Gradually, during the eight years of Clinton and then of Bush, American society slowly but surely became
more and more accepting of the homosexual lifestyle. Why, today, some Mainline Protestant churches
admit gay pastors in their pulpits. Right on schedule, when Barack Obama ascended to the White House,
the extremely virulent, pro-gay bill known as 'Hate Crimes' was resurrected and was duly passed into law
by Congress and signed by the President who had promised his gay supporters that he would get such a
law set into the books.
Now that the gay movement has been given a loaded gun, they seem anxious to use it.
In Canada, 'Hate Crimes' advocates lost a federal court case which would have punished thought and
belief as well as hateful acts. This Canadian lawyer believes Americans are in for a much greater degree
of trouble.
" 'I would be shocked if you did not have 100 times more problems with this legislation than we are. Your
system is set up to encourage lawyers to do this, and you have so many more people, there is more
opportunity for people to take offense', he said ... Then those interests want the "power of the state to
punish anyone who disagrees," he said. The result is, 'doing exactly what we did 500 years ago. They will
be going on a witch hunt, [repeating] the Spanish Inquisition'."
" 'This is not theoretical. We've already seen it, hospitals, school boards, religious organizations
pummeled with this...'
During the Spanish Inquisition, millions of people were tortured and died; is this the scenario foreseen in
America? I believe that fury is about to be unleashed which will shock Christians to the core, especially
the Christian who is just as much in love with the American Material god as is the secular person. These
undiscerning Christians are going to run for the hills when the persecution begins, and may even turn in
some of their brethren to the sexual lifestyle police!
Remember what Jesus said about the End of the Age:

"Likewise also as it was in the days of Lot ... Even thus shall it be in the day when the Son of man is
revealed." (Luke 17:28, 30)
Based upon this prophecy, Bible scholars have been predicting that one of the signs that the End of the
Age is upon the world is that the homosexual lifestyle will become just as open and accepted as it was in
the days of Lot, the days of Sodom.
Those days are here, and the persecution from the very supportive Federal Government virtually
guarantees persecution, imprisonment and even martyrdom. Are you spiritually ready?
We wish to allow one Christian pastor the right of setting the final tone to this entire sorry state.
" 'If this law is used to silence me or any of these preachers for speaking the truth, then we will be forced
to conscientiously defy it', Rick Scarborough, president of Vision America, declared. 'That is my calling as
a Christian and my right as an American citizen'."
Come to think of it, we should allow God's Holy Bible the final say:
"Even as Sodom and Gomorrah, and the cities about them in like manner, giving themselves over to
fornication, and going after strange flesh, are set forth for an example, suffering the vengeance of eternal
fire." (Jude 1:7)
http://www.cuttingedge.org/newsletters/
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Tamiflu is now shown to be perfectly useless -fraudulent!
NEWS BRIEF: "Tamiflu anti-viral drug revealed as complete hoax", Natural
News, by Mike Adams, Editor, December 14, 2009
"When it comes to selling chemicals that claim to treat H1N1 swine flu, the
pharmaceutical industry's options are limited to two: Vaccines and anti-virals.
The most popular anti-viral, by far, is Tamiflu, a drug that's actually derived
from a Traditional Chinese Medicine herb called star anise."
"But Tamiflu is no herb. It's a potentially fatal concentration of isolated chemical
components that have essentially been isolated from Chinese medicine. And
when you isolate and concentrate specific chemicals in these herbs, you lose the value (and safety) of
full-spectrum herbal medicine."
At this point, the manufacturer of Tamiflu engaged in extremely bold propaganda efforts to hide the
danger of this drug, an effort aided in a mighty way by the activists governments throughout the world.

"Roche claims ... Tamiflu is both safe and effective. According to the company, Tamiflu has all sorts of
benefits, including a 61% reduction in hospital admissions by people who catch the flu and then get put
on Tamiflu. The problem with these claims is that they aren't true. They were simply invented by Roche."
I have long told my kids that the main reason God hates lying is that there does not have to be even a
small kernel of truth to the lie. The entire lie can be invented from beginning to end. Evidently, this is the
case here, which is so sad because hundreds of millions of people are physically threatened.
"In other words, the Roche marketing department ran the science and told researchers what conclusions
to draw from the clinical trials. Researchers hired to conduct the science were controlled by the marketing
puppeteers. No matter what they found in the science, they had already been directed to reach to
conclusion that 'Tamiflu was the answer'."
I get the distinct feeling that Roche manufactured the lie that Tamiflu was effective and safe in much the
same way as Global Warming fanatic scientists manufactured their lie that human activity was causing
global warming! The leaked emails which are now collectively being called "Climate-gate" are publicizing
the fraudulent nature of Climate Control in the same manner as this article is showing the lie of Tamiflu
and the entire global virus scare.
Cutting Edge posted an article several years ago in which we listed five (5) crisis which the Illuminati had
deliberately created in order to drive the nations of the world into a global economy, dictatorship and
religion known as the New World Order (NEWS2193).
Two of these five manufacturered crises about which we warned are:
1) Global Warming
2) Global Virus
These two hoaxes are currently making world news every single day as the moment comes very quickly
for the planned world system to take shape. Truly, Illuminized Freemasonic leaders listened very well to
their demonic Guiding Spirits. Listen to their maxim:
"Conflict brings about change and controlled conflict brings about controlled change".
These fake crises are nothing more, nor less, than controlled conflict. Doubt it not!
http://www.cuttingedge.org/newsletters/

Avian Flu: Tamiflu Worthless For Avian Bird Flu?-Part 5

Is Obama Preparing For Civil War? Do you actually TRUST These
Sources???
Chuck Baldwin posted an article about Obama Preparing the US for Civil War that has made the rounds
of conspiracy theory websites worldwide. But what are his sources? Should you trust them? I certainly
don't believe so, unless you think that someone (Sorcha Faal) who's website references Christians as a
Dirty Filthy Death Cult, and hocks books focused on the so called lost teaching of the "Gospel of Mary
Magdalene" is a good source of secret Russian Military Intelligence!
http://www.youtube.com:80/watch?v=0lf04kFZBBw

Sorcha Faal Exposed

Sorcha Faal (She is 73rd edition Sorcha Faal-See below) presents herself as a very New Age, ungodly
cult leader. While on rare occasions I believe there are things you can glean from her reports, rarely do I
ever forward them as only very mature Christians are able to glean from her reports without falling into the
utter doom and gloom she typically portrays for America (not to say very hard times are not in store for
the US); but

if what she reported was true about America we would of all been
annihilated a long time ago in the US or at bare minimum been in
concentration camps.
She hates Christians with a passion and makes no effort to hide her feelings. This book is being sold for
37.88 right off her website: “Dirty, Filthy, Christians”: Treatise On The Most Dangerous Death Cult In
Human History. http://www.whatdoesitmean.com/indexdfc88.htm
She is essentially a cult leader. At her own website we read: "Sister Maria Theresa is the 73rd Sorcha
Faal of the Sorcha Faal Order, Elected as Mother Superior 3 February 2007. Born in Dublin, Ireland, the
73rd Sorcha Faal joined the Order in March, 1973 and holds various degrees with both European and
United States Universities.
Sorcha Faal has further expanded her own research on 'Linguistic Ordering' with knowledge gained while
a visiting researcher with Russian biophysicist and molecular biologist Pjotr Garjajev on the esoteric
structure of DNA and its uses in explaining physic phenomena.
The Order of Sorcha Faal was established in 588 (BCE) in Tara, County Meath, Ireland, and claim as
their Founder the oldest daughter of King Zedekiah, Tamar Tephi.
The name, Sorcha Faal, comes from the ancient Gaeilge branch of the Goidelic languages of Ireland and
has the meaning of: Sorcha: She Who Brings Light Faal: the Dark and Barren Place
The Order of Sorcha Faal comprises 18 Monasteries in Ireland, Russia, Egypt, Lebanon, and the United
States."
http://www.whatdoesitmean.com/index738.htm

Blasphemy Alert: EXOGENESIS: Scientists find Extraterrestrial genes in
Human DNA!
While doing some background research for a follow-up to EXOGENESIS: We're all aliens, I came across
a 2007 article by John Stokes of The Canadian Blog that examined the scientific findings of the Human
Genome Project on the extraterrestrial origins of the human genetic code, seemingly dovetailing with the
limited exogenesis hypothesis that proposes that life on Earth was transferred from elsewhere in the
Universe.
Here are several selected passages from that article, that should help in furthering the discernment of that
hypothesis, the ancient alien astronaut theories and the subtextual narrative within the burgeoning UFO
phenomena:
Scientists find Extraterrestrial genes in Human DNA
A group of researchers working at the Human Genome Project indicate that they made an astonishing
scientific discovery: They believe so-called 97% non-coding sequences in human DNA is no less
than genetic code of extraterrestrial life forms. The non-coding sequences are common to all
living organisms on Earth, from moulds to fish to humans. In human DNA, they constitute larger
part of the total genome, says Prof. Sam Chang, the group leader. Non-coding sequences, originally
known as "junk DNA", were discovered years ago, and their function remained a mystery. The
overwhelming majority of Human DNA is "Off-world" in origin. The apparent "extraterrestrial junk
genes" merely "enjoy the ride" with hard working active genes, passed from generation to generation.

After comprehensive analysis with the assistance of other scientists, computer programmers,
mathematicians, and other learned scholars, Professor Chang had wondered if the apparently "junk
Human DNA" was created by some kind of "extraterrestrial programmer". The alien chunks within
Human DNA, Professor Chang further observes, "have its own veins, arteries, and its own immune
system that vigorously resists all our anti-cancer drugs." Professor Chang further stipulates that "Our
hypothesis is that a higher extraterrestrial life form was engaged in creating new life and planting
it on various planets. Earth is just one of them. Perhaps, after programming, our creators grow us
the same way we grow bacteria in Petri dishes. We can't know their motives - whether it was a
scientific experiment, or a way of preparing new planets for colonization, or is it long time
ongoing business of seedling life in the universe." "Soon or later", Professor Chang says "we
have to come to grips with the unbelievable notion that every life on Earth carries genetic code for
his extraterrestrial cousin and that evolution is not what we think it is."
http://thealienproject.blogspot.com/2009/09/scientists-find-extraterrestrial-genes.html
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Yikes! New Vaccines From Dog Cells, E-coli, Genetically Engineered
Insect Cell Viruses
This lag and the shortage of H1N1 vaccine have focused attention on the status of government efforts to
develop state-of-the-art techniques to make flu and other vaccines, including those needed to protect
against bioterrorism, and the nation's dependence on a process that is notoriously slow and unreliable.
Several new technologies are showing promise. Spurred by $487 million in federal funding, a sprawling
new vaccine factory is opening in North Carolina Tuesday that will produce shots using dog cells instead
of chicken eggs. A Connecticut biotech company has also applied to sell a vaccine employing a radically
different approach involving a genetically engineered virus infecting insect cells -- a strategy a Rockville
firm is testing to inoculate people against the swine flu in Mexico. Dozens of other high-tech approaches
are also moving through the pipeline. While several companies are trying to ready their new techniques in
case the H1N1 pandemic worsens, most of these remain years away from contributing significantly to the
world's capacity to respond to a deadly new pathogen.
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“Have faith....!” 10/4/09 • have faith in god and you need not worry the
1 least about...

Listener information & Comments

Listener Comment: "Thank You! Here's 2 great preparedness websites that you may not have. 1st clip
is former Special Ops soldier Dan Boone. Videos are numbered in sequence on youtube. God Bless
these folks!"
http://www.youtube.com/profile?user=danboone143#p/u/57/6YXxjFe8YTk
http://www.survivalreportblog.com/Page1.html
Listener Comment: "I do want to say one thing. For the people in the world who are taking Paxil or
Effexor XR, I can't stress how very, very important it is for them to get off of those medications if possible.
I spent two months in walking hell getting off Effexor!! I was under a Dr's care and gradually cut the dose
back until I could go off it completely. I had what felt like a massive electric storm going on in my head!
Quite frankly, it was terrible and I'm not a mousey kind of a woman. Ie: Farm girl, hard work..etc.
I can't begin to imagine what will happen to the massive amount of people on those medications that will
be facing a "cold-turkey" experience if they can't get that medicine. In fact, if any of these folks wish to
belong in God's Army, they had best get off that brain killing medicine. I was furious going through this
because if I had known what I was going to be facing with this medicine, I would have resorted to taping
my mouth shut with duct tape rather than to try and medicate my mouth shut.
Keep up the blessed work Scott... There are Christians out here who are loaded and locked in Missouri
with the Full Armor of God... who are standing firm and who are being vigilant, prayerful and alert."
Listener Comment: "Hi brother Scott, thank you for your work and I continue to pray for you. I could use
some advice Scott and i'll be as brief as I can. I've been having terrible nightmares and dreams for almost
2 years, every night without fail. They are very vivid and clear. It is driving me Bananas. I've asked the
Lord to help me with them but still they persist and I think I know why.
when I was 24 and ignorant I got into this drug called Propecia which is supposed to help men who are
balding. At the time there wasn't much dirt on the internet about it and since my doc prescribed it to me I
believed it to be alright. Not surprisingly it didn't do much for my hair, but I really don't care about that,
instead I care about how it has damaged me. A month after I quit taking the drug my dreams started to
take place. I decided to do a search on internet and came across some Propecia help forums where
people like me who have fallen prey to this drug meet and talk about how it has ruined their lives.EVERY
ONE of these people suffer the same way I do with these crazy dreams and have no solution. I heard
Propecia (Finasteride) is a psychotropic drug and therefore can damage the brain permanently. I don't
know how to fix this problem Scott because if were caused by natural means then maybe natural
remedies like these teas I've been drinking may help. But since its been caused by this drug I do not
know what to do. Any advice on how I may fix this? It's robbing me of my rest and they are getting worse.
I hate the FDA they are responsible for approving of this drug and also I now know this drug makes men
sterile as well. Thank you for your time."
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Listener Comment: "Hey just in case your listeners are interested or yourself. If anyone is planning to
use camoflage clothing for any kind of protection. DO NOT use the stuff they sell at Walmart, aka
"civilian" camo. The stuff is contaminated bad. It actually glows in the dark when viewed thru a night
vision scope. For only a little more money the military camo is much better, and higher quality. The stuff
practically never wears out; and best of all it is completely invisible at night.

Why do you suppose they would use glow in the dark dyes for making civilian camo?
The paterns look great, to the naked eye as seen by us in the daytime; but deer see the stuff very well
with their night vision. We've proven that many times while hunting. Guys keep saying the deer winded
them, or caught their scent; no, they saw you!
Just put some under a black light. The results will be very similar to what it will look like thru a night vision
scope. It might as well blink!
Anyway. I hope that you are ok, and that you are getting out of Florida and some place somewhat safe."

Important Water Purification Product--Travel Kleen
Our Travel-Kleen is perfect for on-the-go people. The Travel-Kleen is designed with travel and portability
in mind. At just over 1lb, it is light and easy to carry, with the option of using it in your car, with the
included cigarette lighter adapter, or in a hotel room, with the included A/C adaptor.
This unit ensures that everyone can have clean, fresh water in places where it is hard to find. It gives you
all the benefits of the Kleen-Stream while being portable. The Travel-Kleen is great for RV use, camping,
vacationing, and overseas traveling; anywhere space is limited and/ or the water may not be safe. With
this portable unit you are only minutes away, where ever you may be, from enjoying fresh, clean,
sanitized drinking water. http://shop.toolsforhealing.com/Travel_Kleen_p/aso-travel%20kleen.htm

RFID Blocking Secure Wallets
Based on customer requests, we can now offer an RFID Blocking Secure Wallet. Our wallets will shield all
contactless RFID enabled credit cards and debit cards as well as passport cards, enhanced drivers
licenses, transit cards, TWIC cards, PIV cards, CAC cards, LincPass and many others.
Competitor wallets we have tested are secure only when closed. The Identity Stronghold Secure wallet
has 12 credit card pockets, and EACH POCKET is shielded. When you open your wallet to withdraw
cash, all your cards are still secure.
The wallet also has two (2) SECURE dollar bill pockets for additional storage if needed.
The wallet is made of leather and had to meet our rigorous quality standards before we would add it to
our line.
We have already starting to get customer feed back such as this....
Received the 3 Wallets today, and as of right now, I'm impressed with the Quality of your new item. 2 of
the wallets were ordered for Christmas gifts and I hope they find them as impressive as I have. I'll let you
know next December if my ID stronghold wallet has held up under daily use as well as I expected.
Thanks again and I've already recommended your website and products to 3 people and will continue
doing so.
Bob S
We currently offer men’s wallets in Black and Tan at a price of $29.95 plus shipping.
Product Dimensions: 3.5 inches x 4.5 inches x 0.75 inches
Product Weight: 3 ounces
We are also in the development stage for ladies wallets and hope to have them ready for introduction in
January-February of 2010.
Click here to visit our website. You will be able to see pictures and more details there.

